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I hear that a lot. To do this, we must deal with reality, something I
never found to be much fun but is certainly necessary.

Joe Z., GM
ATTENTION CO-OP MEMBERS & SHOPPERS: Our Co-op is
doing well.
That’s nice to hear, isn’t it? It wasn’t this way two years ago. Then it
was, “This Co-op is on life-support with a very questionable outlook”.
It was a deft combination of various elements that pulled us out of
the ICU. There were loans from Members; our vendors and the
bank worked with us. NCG (National Cooperative Grocers) gave
support. Jules Masterjohn from the Board jumped in for 3 months
to run the place after the GM left. Brian Gaddy, a former buyer and
Co-GM who left in 2016, came back to lend a hand. Lucinda Berdon,
an experienced Co-op GM (from the Qunicy, CA Co-op) came out
of retirement for 6 months to reestablish procedures. I (also experienced with Co-ops since ’76) came on in the 4th quarter of 2019 to
continue the work and set us on new paths.
It all worked. By the end of 2019, we were trending in the right direction although we ended that year still in the red but over $80,000
better than 2018.
We all knew 2020 would be a hard challenge year. It turned out
more so than expected due to the virus.
But the year ended with us well in the black and posting our best
year since we were started back in 1974. Our Membership swelled
by over 300 new folks too. All good stuff!
That’s all great reasons to celebrate! Yay!
Okay – celebration’s over. Now we need to take a clear look at our
path ahead. Where we are right now is profitable but not sustainable
long term. Expenses keep going up. Maintenance and its costs increases on our old equipment and property. Wages need to increase.
And over the years, we trimmed and trimmed our expenses. Nothing of any significance is left to trim.
So even though we are financially good right now, we still need to
grow quite a bit to simply keep up with the times. We are too small
to just maintain our size store exactly as it is in perpetuity. But how
much can we actually grow?
We are limited by the size of our building and the size of our parking
lot. There is still growth space left but probably only about 30% to
35% more than we are doing now (optimistic projection). Which
would be good. No mistake about that. It gains us a few more years
until expenses catch up again. We want and need those years.
And then what? Whatever happens, we need to be thinking now
about what the next options are since we are no longer just dealing
with immediate survival.
The most obvious solution is to relocate the store to a bigger venue.

Have you looked at property and rental values in Durango lately?
Through the roof. How in the world would we be able to afford a
bigger place?
And we like where we are. We like being near the college and the
historical part of town. Although traffic is increasing, we do have a
pretty accessible location.
Maybe the answer is to get another location rather than move the
store. Out 160 towards Walmart? I’m not crazy about that idea
personally. North part of town? That sounds better to me. Seems to
meld more with our personality.
You know a place that I think would be great for a second location?
The Walgreens at Main and 27th Street. The chances of that coming open at a price that we can afford are probably in the low single
digits.
But that location is great and the site and building are a little more
than twice our current size. I’ve no doubt that it would be a very
successful location. So successful, I’d bet in 5 years after we open the
place, we’d be complaining about how small the parking lot is and we
must find an even bigger place – or a third location.
Can anyone think of a similar size place that is close to our current
location? And one that is visible and accessible?
But what if we go in the opposite direction and open smaller locations – more like Co-op convenience stores? There could be some
opportunities with that. Or maybe separating our Deli operation
into its own location? Or opening up another Deli/Café. One of the
things we are lacking right now is space to hang out.
Or maybe growth comes from getting more into production (via
our Deli) and start selling to other grocery stores. Our Co-op Pesto
or Hummus in stores in Santa Fe, Farmington, and Albuquerque?
What about opening an organic-only bakery? How about small
produce stands scattered around town?
Maybe we team up with other local businesses and go in together on
a huge place. That’d be cool.
Whatever it is, we will need to do something, and now is the right
time to be thinking about it. As well as continuing to grow our Coop each year forward.
All easier said than done. I wish we were talking about this 10 years
ago instead of simply maintaining the same income year after year.
We survived mainly by cutting costs, paying low wages, deferring
maintenance, and getting rid of rental spaces that were necessary for
our business. That wasn’t a good business plan and one that led to
our near-collapse in 2018.
We need and will keep this conversation going. We will do surveys.
We will talk about this in our Newsletter. Maybe start a forum on
our website.
But for the moment, let’s return to our celebration. We did good!

Meet Our
New Bulk
Manager, Jo!
Jo Coulter, Bulk Manager, has been
at the Co-op since September. She
received a Bachelor's degree in
Adventure Education from Fort
Lewis College. Let's meet Jo...

What is one of your favorite things about working at the co-op?
All of the fun people who I get to work with!
What is one of the changes you are excited to bring to the bulk department?
Trying out new products and bringing new energy into the department.
What's your favorite bulk item?
The spirulina powder because of all of the micronutrients it contains!
What is your favorite product currently being sold at DNF?
GT's Vanilla Cocoyo - it's dairy-free and alive
What is one thing that might surprise shoppers about you?
I have an identical twin who lives in Denver, also working at a natural food
store!
When not working at DNF, how do you spend your time?
Recently, I've been learning about raw foods, human history, and practicing
my artwork skills.
How would you describe your diet – vegetarian, carnivore, etc.
Mostly whole foods and mostly raw.
Share your favorite meal with us.
My favorite meal lately has been guacamole and home-made flax crackers.
What song would you choose to sing at a Karaoke night?
Hey Now, You're An All-Star
If you were an animal, what animal would you be?
I would be an abnormally-sized, giant butterfly because I would be big, beautiful, and free!
If I had a magic wand, I would...…
I probably wouldn't use it because the Universe knows way more than I do.

Save BIG & visit www.durangonaturalfoods.coop for the full list
of Co-op Deals + Weekly Member Coupons!

			
			
			

Elizabeth Shephard
DNF Co-op Board Member
Dear Community Members,
While the winter holidays have passed
and the days lengthen, Durango receives
long-awaited blankets of snow. While many
of us are snow bunnies, we can also become snow weary. Who has not dreamed of
running through a spring meadow or playing at a warm beach during the heart of
winter?
Yet, at times like these, it is important to recall our appreciation for this
high mountain environment. Drought is a
persistent challenge in the southwest and
with that, snow an always-welcomed guest.
When I think about drought, I remember
that the strength of a local food coop is more important than ever. As a new
volunteer member of the Board of Directors, I am overjoyed to see the communities’ support of DNF through the covid-19
pandemic.
The Ends Statement, developed in February
2019, is read at the start of each Board
of Directors meeting. These declarations
guide the activity of the Board of Directors and encompass the co-op’s mission.
One clause within the document states,
“Local and regional farmers and produc-

ers have a reliable market.” This is my greatest source of pride in DNF. As one of the largest markets for local produce in Durango, we
are fulfilling our ends and contributing to a
more ecologically just world.
If you are reading this message and find yourself regularly drawn to co-op happenings, you
may wish to consider a seat on the Board of
Directors. Did you know, the board is volunteer-run and provides ample opportunity to
develop both personally and professionally? In
addition, it is a great space to practice cooperation and offer your already well-developed
gifts and professional skill sets. Co-op members are welcome to sit in on Board of Director’s meetings at their convenience. We meet
monthly on the third Wednesday of each month
over Zoom and invite you to join us!
In closing, a helpful practice is counting our
gratitude. My favorite part of the co-op is
the produce and flowers section. Walking to
the back of the store is always a delight. The
staff creates a beautiful display of products:
a rainbow of colors and nourishment. I believe
flowers are food for the soul. I love that DNF
regularly carries flowers! It makes the store
even more of a one-stop-shop.
We hope to hear from you in February as the
Board of Directors election will be here before
we know it. The Board is currently seeking inspired volunteers to contribute to our ongoing
conversation about the future of the Durango
Natural Foods Co-op. For more information about
the board process and benefits – or running for
the Board of Directors in our next election please email us at confluencearise@gmail.com.
With Thanks ~
Elizabeth Shephard

Visit our website www.durangonaturalfoods.coop and
follow us on social media!

Jeremy

Our
Our Story
Story

Amanda

I spent half of my LIFE selfishly
overindulging in unhealthy food and
candy. Then, I discovered how amazing

Our
Our Mission
Mission

healthy, fresh food made me feel, and I

We, The Creators of Inner Joy,

started creating, organic,

are committed to providing

compostably packaged snacks. I now

snacks that are delicious, organic,

live in service to YOU and the EARTH,

sustainably packaged, and FUN!

so we may ALL experience more

We are also committed to

Freedom, Vibrant Health, Magic, and

offering food that rejuvenates

Love!!

our bodies, communities, and our
Planet Earth.

Our
Our Flavors
Flavors
Tropical Pineapple De'Light, Hempberry
Magic, Tha Fancy Pear, Chia Chocolate
Spirulina, Green Apple Ginger Flax

Follow us on social media:
@innerjoyenergybars

How Independent Verifiers
Help Build the Butterfly Label
You Trust
By: Melissa Waddell
More people than ever before are
looking carefully at the products they
bring home to their families. Considering all the information on a package, the average shopper would need
to pull up a stool and make a day
of it. Certifications and clean food
labels like the Non-GMO Project
Butterfly offer a valuable shortcut.
So, what does the Non-GMO Project
Butterfly seal represent and how do
we ensure its integrity? We do that by
working with teams of independent,
third-party verifiers who evaluate
every product that applies for our
Verification. This third-party verification is what makes the Butterfly
seal the most reliable label for nonGMO food and products.
We’re often asked what the difference
is between the Non-GMO Project
Verified seal and other, self-made
claims like “GMO-free” or “No
GMOs.” For a label to be meaningful,
it needs to meet these requirements:
•

Transparent and easily accessible
standards.

•

Regular revision to ensure the
standards reflect the latest developments in the field.

•

An independent, third-party
certification process.

The Non-GMO Project’s adherence
to this process sets the Butterfly apart
from self-made claims.
Every product that wears the Butterfly must comply with the Non-GMO
Project Standard — the guiding
document for Verification. But the
credibility of a label doesn’t stop at its
standard. Independent, third-party
auditors must assess each product to
ensure that the label is meaningful.
That independence keeps the Butterfly strong — and helps avoid conflicts
of interest.
Independent verifiers are essential to a meaningful label
Conflicts of interest can undermine
the integrity of a label. When a
company develops a label — even if
it’s an excellent label with a strict set
of standards — they have a financial
stake in that label’s success. They
want their label to have meaning, and
they want people and brands to seek
out the label. Suppose that company
also conducts all the product reviews
and testing. In that case, the fact that
they want their label to succeed — to
be widespread and sought after —
might distort how they implement or
interpret evaluations. Their findings
could be biased. That’s a conflict of
interest.

Working with independent,
third-party verifiers is just one way
the Non-GMO Project ensures an
unbiased review of a product has
taken place. These expert teams —
called Technical Administrators —
work with many clean food labels
like ours, as well as other certification
programs across a variety of industries. Their success is determined by
their accuracy and expertise.
The TAs hold the integrity of the
Butterfly label in their hands.
Good company: Who are the
third-party Technical Administrators?
While the TAs work with us, it’s important to note that they do not work
for us. Their expertise is in supply
chain tracing, segregation and testing. Their guiding star is excellence
in their fields.
The first TA we worked with was
FoodChain ID. The people at FoodChain ID began their work in the
1990s, just as GMOs entered the food
supply. Their passion for a natural
food supply made them a powerful
partner as the Non-GMO Project
Product Verification Program gained
speed. FoodChain ID also handles
USDA Organic Certification and a
variety of independent testing services.

Another verifier active in organics is Where Food Comes From (WFCF to its friends and neighbors). The people behind WFCF believe everyone deserves accurate and unbiased information about their food. Their expertise in auditing livestock-derived products is invaluable — particularly since many GMOs produced in North America end up in
animal feed.
NSF International has been a leader in certification
and auditing for 75 years. The teams at NSF work
across industries to assure quality and safety standards in goods and materials we interact with every
day. NSF provides certifications that “help protect
food, water, consumer products and the environment.”
SCS Global Services extends a global reach to their
commitment to sustainability. They work in food
safety and quality, environmental protection and
responsible sourcing, from certifying seafood for the
Marine Stewardship Council to assuring responsible
provenance for precious gems.
Collectively, these four organizations hold more than
a century of experience. Their passion and expertise ensure that when you look for the Butterfly, you
know you are supporting a non-GMO future.
Third-party certification: Your insurance against
greenwashing
With all the competing claims and labels in the
marketplace, the Non-GMO Project is committed to
bringing you one of the most rigorously evaluated,
independently-assessed clean food labels out there
— your shortcut for avoiding GMOs. When you see
the Non-GMO Project Verified seal on your favorite
Taken by the Non-GMO Project

products, rest assured that teams of third-party industry
experts have scrutinized it — all so you don’t have to.
The Butterfly gives you the peace of mind you need to
shop your values.

Taken by the Non-GMO Project

Deli Update
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Valentine Cookies
Available Feb. 8-14

Our pesto pasta
salad is now
GLUTEN-FREE

You can now order
your sandwiches on
a bagel

Artist Update

::

The Colorin' Book was created by local artist
and DNF cashier, Dan Groth.

Done with a ball-point pen, these pieces were
all created during the month of November
2016, and are meant to be colored in.
Find a copy at the Co-op!
Visit www.dangroth.com for more information
on the book and artist.

Order your groceries curbside every Wednesday - Monday!
Visit www.durangonaturalfoods.coop for more info!

Exploring Our
Produce Department
Here's a sneak peek of some of the exotic fruits
and veggies we currently carry!
Sapote - fruit that is native to South America aka a custard fruit, when
it's ripe (yellow/green) it tastes exactly like a decadent dessert

Kisha - smaller version of a
mandarine, super hybridized form,
known for easy peel and
juicy/sweet flavor, NO SEEDS!

Cocktail grapefruit - like a
grapefruit but less acidic and
sweeter - perfect for cocktails!

Bacon Avocado - not as stringy as
Haas when ripe and lower in fat,
more flavorful than regular
avocados

Radicchio - a dark purple type of
green you see in a lot of salad
mixes - nice, bitter leafy green

Purple and Cheddar Cauliflower

Welcome to the Table:
Co-op Recipes
Mushroom Risotto
Ingredients

1/2 ounce dried mushrooms, any type
1 cup boiling water
2 1/2 cups chicken or vegetable stock, approx.
1 tablespoon butter
1/4 cup shallot, minced
1 clove garlic, chopped
1 cup short-grain brown rice

1/4 cup white wine
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/2 pound cremini or baby bella
mushrooms, sliced
1/4 cup Parmesan cheese, shredded
1 tablespoon parsley, minced

Preparation
1.
2.

3.
4.

Put the dried mushrooms in a small heat proof bowl or measuring cup. Pour boiling water over and let them soak at least 20 minutes.
Reserving the mushroom soaking water, squeeze the excess water out of the rehydrated mushrooms, chop and reserve. To the mushroom
water, add stock as needed to total 3 cups.
In a 4 quart pot with a lid, heat the butter over medium heat. Sauté shallots and garlic just until soft, don’t brown. Add the brown rice and
stir to coat and heat through. Add wine, salt, reconstituted mushrooms and the stock mixture and bring to a boil over high heat. Reduce
the heat to low and cook for 45 minutes. Uncover the pot and stir frequently, and continue cooking until any extra liquid has evaporated
and the brown rice is soft and breaking.
In a heavy 4 quart sauté pan, heat the olive oil on high, and sear the creminis quickly, stirring them until browned.
Remove the rice from heat, stir in seared creminis, Parmesan, parsley. Serve hot. Can be cooled and stored in the refrigerator, tightly covered, for up to four days.

Sweet Potato Maafe
Ingredients

1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1 large yellow onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1-2 teaspoons fresh ginger, minced
1/4 cup tomato paste
2 cups vegetable stock or chicken stock
1 lb. sweet potato, peeled and cubed

2 carrots, peeled and chopped
2 turnips (or other root vegetable), peeled
and chopped
1/3 cup smooth, natural peanut butter
2 cups green cabbage, chopped
1/4 to 1/2 teaspoon red pepper flakes
Salt and pepper to taste

What’s a maafe, you ask? A popular West African dish, made with groundnuts (usually peanut butter), tomatoes and optional beef,
lamb or chicken. This delicious vegetarian version is packed with nutrition and pairs the full, satisfying flavors of sweet potato
with a spicy peanut and tomato sauce.

Preparation
1.

2.

Heat the oil in a large pot over medium-high heat. Add the onion and sauté until the onion begins to soften, about 5 minutes. Stir in the
minced garlic and ginger, if using, and sauté for 1–2 minutes more. Stir in the tomato paste and cook for 1–2 minutes. Add sweet potato,
carrot, turnip, broth and red pepper flakes and bring to a boil. Lower heat and simmer until the sweet potato, carrots and turnip begin to
soften, about 10 minutes.
In a small bowl, whisk together the peanut butter with a little hot broth from the pot. Add the peanut butter mixture to the pot along with
cabbage and stir to combine. Simmer for 5 minutes more or just until the cabbage has wilted and the other vegetables are cooked through.
Add salt and pepper to taste, if needed, and serve hot.

Find more recipes at www.welcometothetable.coop

Staff in the Snow!
Mads & Marisa

Hadley & Marley

Jo & Friends

Nala

